ALL
IN-ONE
IoT
Delivering
IoT solutions
tailored to
your needs

POWERFUL
RESULTS
FOR ANY
BUSINESS
CASE

SMART

WATER
METER

WASTE
PARKING
MANAGEMENT SOLUTIONS

ANY INDUSTRY

Utility companies,
industrial facilities
and municipalities.

Municipalities,
Real Estate,
Facility Management
companies.

Commercial Buildings,
Mall & shopping
centers, Garages,
Airports, Universities.

UNIVERSAL
APPLICATION

MID certified.
Suitable for indoor
and outdoor placement.

Monitor various waste
types (residential or
commercial) across any
bins or container.

Install on any ground
surface, on-street or
off-street, indoor or
outdoor.

REDUCE COSTS

Power Consumption,
Labors costs and
Pipeline maintenance
Leakage minimization.

Energy and fuel
consumption,size of
truck fleet and number
of waste bins.

Traffic congestion,
gas emissions,
maintenance and
compliance force.

SUPERCHARGED
ROI

Control water resources
efficiently.
Improve High accuracy
readings, Gain insights
on consumer consumption.

Manage waste-cost efficiently, contribute to
the environment,
Improve the wellbeing
of people.

Optimize inventory occupancy,maximize
citation revenue,boost
driver satisfaction
and repeat business.

OR ANY OTHER
CUSTOMIZED SENSOR

PIONEERING
TECHNOLOGY
LoRaWAN & NB-IoT
•LOW COST•HIGH AUTONOMY•WIDE RANGE•HIGH SCALABILITY•

Remote Device
Management

SMART
PLATFORM

Real-time
Reports
Insights
Visualization
Automatic Alarm
Notifications

HARDWARE
SENSORS

GATEWAY

CLOUD

PLATFORM

Select from a range of
ready-made sensors, or
we can supply you with
custom designed sensors
to fit your needs.

Regardless of the size
of your application,
Cicicom will implement
and configure the
network to meet your
needs.

With our streamlined
cloud integration capabilities we ensure a
flexible and secure IOT
deployment.

Augmented intelligence
through processing
data into actionable
insights.

Monitor and connect any
asset using low power
sensors and leverage
LoRAWAN or NB-IOT network
for excellent coverage.
Achieve high ROI with any
customized sensor due to
the low-cost deployment.

Aggregate data in realtime using LoRaWAN.
Scale your IOT
network by simply
plugging new sensors
with no additional
infrastructure costs.

Collect and aggregate
sensor data.
Expand through pay-asyou-grow for resources
you use.
Maximum performance
through high-availability.

Simple to use web
interface.
Remote device
control.
Data visualization
dashboards.

FOR ANY ASSET
ANY INDUSTRY

JUMP-START YOUR
IoT DEVELOPMENT
TODAY
14,Ethnikis
Antistaseos str.
15 232 Chalandri-Athens
Greece
+30 210 6391072

info@cicicom.gr
cicicom.gr

Cicicom is at the forefront of
developing new technologies that
improve business performance in
the digital & connected era. Our
engineering architects take an
end-to-end systems approach to
hardware, firmware, software, web
and apps specification, design
and integration.
Cicicom has extensive experience
in delivering large-scale
customized solutions and
partnering with OEMs and
infrastructure providers within
the Energy, ICT, Logistics,
Retail, Utilities and local
government sectors.
Cicicom is pioneering a new
generation of IOT solutions based
on Low-Power Wide Area Networks
(LoraWan & NB-IOT) that provides
powerful functionalities for
data collection, monitoring,
and insights generation for any
asset, or across any industry.
We are the only vendor that
combines hardware sensors,
software architecture, cloud
services deployment, into a
single all-in-one IOT solution.
Already, we have implemented
smart water meters, waste
management, and intelligent
parking solutions for a range
of customers. Cicicom’s all-inone IOT enables clients achieve
better business decisions,
increase productivity and reduce
operational costs.

